Re-pricing Claims with IMPACT

IMPACT is simply the fastest, easiest way to accurately re-price PPO claims. Complex PPO pricing is challenging for most claims systems to perform. IMPACT, however, makes short work of re-pricing these claims... highly complex or otherwise.

IMPACT’s secret... A powerful proprietary tool known as Med-Talk developed by MCSI. Med-Talk dispenses with awkward and unwieldy tables and uses powerful commands combined with Boolean Logic to define any re-pricing formula.

Med-Talk handles any contract

Here are only a few examples:

- Pricing based on ICD9, CPT4, DRG, HCPCS, Place-of-Service, Type of Service, Bill Types and other claim codes.
- Pricing according to the presence of, and values of, various attachments to the claim (i.e. a DME invoice)
- Pricing based on categories of services. (Cardiac Catheter, Pacemaker, etc.)
- DRG and outliers based on dollars and/or percentage.
- Pricing based on attending physician, PCP, covering physician, etc.
- Pricing based on in-network, out-of-network, reciprocity, etc.
- Anesthesia formulas
- ASC categories for surgi-centers
- Bilateral procedures
- Per Diems (1st day, 2nd day, etc.)
- RVS, RBRVS and flat rate scales
- Global, professional and technical rate components
- Home infusion therapy
- Vision and dental pricing rules
- Interaction with CodeReview, PC Patterns and IMPACT’s claim editing system.

This represents only a portion of the list, with new formulas added frequently. Med-Talk has no limits.

Med-Talk is easy to learn

Transfer your contracts into Med-Talk scripts. No programming is required. Scripts are merely Boolean arguments such as If Then, Else, And, Or, Not, etc. alongside contract provision descriptions.

Med-Talk scripts can take minutes or a few hours to write depending on the complexity of the contract. The good news is once completed and tested; the scripts can be used to create new similar scripts in a fraction of the time.

Once Med-Talk is set up, you will be able to automatically price any claim exactly as the pricing contract dictates, thereby eliminating human error. You will enjoy the assistance Managed Care Systems will provide every step of the way to help you get started down the road to increased productivity and considerable timesavings.

All of this translates into a highly efficient PPO re-pricing capability that is second to none.

IMPACT Re-pricing Automation

With IMPACT and its PPO re-pricing automation solutions, you will gain the administrative edge. Whether you’re a large, national PPO or simply serving your local market, IMPACT delivers big results at lower cost.

To find out just how effective IMPACT’s PPO re-pricing can be for your organization, send us your most challenging PPO facility contract. We will demonstrate to you a completed Med-Talk script that automatically prices claims according to that contract.

Managed Care Systems, Inc. delivers real solutions that will make your productivity soar.

You can bank on it.